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Abstract

We discuss a virtual presenter in the form of a
3D avatar whose task it is to show people a way
through a (3D model of a) public building. Our
thesis is that when looking for way descriptions,
seeing such a walkthrough guided by a virtual
scout is easier to remember than a purely textual
description of the way or the kind of annotated
oor plans used widely in today's public buildings.
Furthermore, we discuss some technical aspects of
how such a scout can be constructed and what
underlying data and processes are needed for the
automated generation of guided way descriptions.
One of our main goals is to give the avatar the pos-
sibility to react to her spatial environment in an
appropriate matter, e.g. pointing to relevant ob-
jects and following a path that can be easily mem-
orized by the viewer. The walkthroughs described
here will be used within a building navigation sys-
tem that also includes navigation via a handheld
device, (such as a PDA,) once the user has left
the information booth. Both the 3D visualization
at the info booth and the more sketch-like presen-
tation on the PDA are generated from the same
data and by the same system, and thus can refer
to each other for a much more consistent overall
appearance.

Introduction

Today's your lucky day. You have just arrived in a
city you've never been to before at an airport you don't
know. You want to catch your connecting ight and buy
some international newspapers on the way. If you're
lucky, you end up standing in front of a huge environ-
ment map mounted to the wall, where your actual po-
sition is marked as a red spot. Now you have to �nd a
newspaper store and your destination gate on the map,
either by \brute force" searching over the map or by
looking them up alphabetically in the legend. From
the legend you will get hints, such as \A1" and \B5",
which are grid cells on the map, where you have to look
further for your destination.
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Meanwhile time doesn't stand still and you have to
catch that connecting ight. OK, back to the map! The
newspaper store and gate are found. Now you have to
search for a way from the red spot to those points. After
you have found it, memorize it! You can use di�erent
techniques: Start looking for landmarks, salient objects
in the environment on the way, especially at decision
points where you have to turn, memorizing the sequence
of turns, ... For scientists, this is \building a cognitive
map" of the environment, but don't forget that ight
you ought to catch! Hurry up a little!

As you haste along the hallways, your slowly fading
cognitive map helps you to orient yourself in the en-
vironment. You �nally manage to get your newspaper
and reach your destination gate just before boarding is
closed. If you were not so lucky, you might have for-
gotten which way to turn after leaving the store and
you'll have to ask someone for advice or start looking
for a map again. A peek at your wristwatch doesn't
help either...

Enough of this! Now let's take a step into a parallel
universe, where after leaving the plane, you walk right
up to an information booth and pull out your electronic
organizer. Its infrared port connects to the booth and
within a second a gentle voice says: \Hello Mrs. Smith,
I see you want to catch your connecting ight on gate F-
17." (The organizer knew this from an infrared port in
your airline's onboard multimedia system, in case you
wonder...) \That'll probably take you �ve minutes, but
you have twenty minutes left. Is there something else
I can do for you along your way?" From the shopping
menu just popped up on the screen you select \news-
papers" and the voice says: \OK, I'll show you the
shortest way. Just follow me!"

Next thing you see on the booth is a 3D view of the
hallway you're actually standing in, matching almost
exactly what you're seeing when you look up. Your
scout starts walking along the hallway and as your eyes
follow her, the route she's taking gives you a direct vi-
sual experience of the route you're supposed to take
yourself. The camera might cut back and forth between
an overview position and the scout's view. On the way
your scout will turn her head and, pointing to her left,
will say: \Here's your newspaper store, and, by the way,



restrooms are just next door...", whereupon a door in
the 3D view is highlighted. After she has reached the
connecting gate and shortly briefed you on the further
use of your organizer, you start your own walk to the
store. After choosing your favorite newspaper and a
quick excursion to the restrooms, of course you have
forgotten which way to turn. Those huge airports are
still confusing you, but with a quick look at your orga-
nizer you're back on the track and assured that you're
well on time. As you reach the gate, boarding is just
about to start...
Please bear with us for this lengthy introduction, but

we believe that it summarizes many of the aspects rel-
evant to the successful design of building information
and navigation systems. In this paper we will focus on
how to construct a virtual scout and a �tting environ-
ment in order to generate guided walkthroughs in the
aforementioned way.

The REAL stu�
In the REAL project we investigate the development of
a resource adaptive navigational help system with the
capacity to adapt to various restricted resources (cogni-
tive or technical) during the generation of multimodal
route descriptions. The resource adaptive generation of
graphics/animation for di�erent classes of output de-
vices implies dealing with limited technical resources
on one hand and taking into account a user's limited
cognitive resources to decode and understand the pre-
sentation on the other. The upper end of the scale is
represented by a 3D walkthrough guided by a virtual
scout accompanied by spoken or written text and meta
graphics complementing each other, while the lower end
is represented by simple sketches of the environment
and arrows indicating the direction.
For this paper we'd like to concentrate on the gen-

eration of the 3D visualization. It combines an anima-
tion of a virtual presenter with accompanying text and
meta-graphics in order to describe the route itself and
relevant parts of the environment at the same time (see
Figure1). You can watch this presentation from di�er-
ent viewpoints, zoom out to get an overview or zoom
in to continue the presentation from the virtual presen-
ter's view of the scene. In case of time pressure, the pre-
sentation will speed up and the system will reduce the
amount of details presented in the virtual walk-through.
This can be achieved for example by abstraction tech-
niques (Kr�uger 1999) that generate visually clearer and
simpler route sketches.
This also helps to avoid giving a delayed passenger

very long and detailed directions which are very hard
to memorize and to follow correctly in the remaining
time. In addition to stationary information booths we
are also considering information presentation for mobile
systems, such as PDAs with limited technical resources.
At the information booth you will obtain the display
application for your PDA over an infrared connection,
make choices where you want to be guided, or what
kind of information you are additionally interested in.

Figure 1: A snapshot of a virtual walkthrough

The presentation has to be tailored to these devices'
limited display capacities by generating route descrip-
tions in a simple sketch-like form. After leaving the
booth the PDA �lters the corresponding information
out of a data stream broadcast by infrared transmit-
ters spread throughout the building. The underlying
protocol we developed guarantees a fast availability of
simple or abstract information, while more details are
accumulated as the user stays within the range of one
transmitter (Baus, Butz, & Kr�uger 1999). A passenger
in a hurry might only see an arrow pointing in the di-
rection of her destination, while someone pausing at a
place will soon have an environment map available with
additional information about shops or restrooms.
The construction of a presentation involves at least

the following steps: determination of new information,
determination of a presentation structure, conveying of
the information/presentation. In addition, the informa-
tion has to be presented taking the maximum bene�t of
particular strengths of each presentation medium, tak-
ing into account the information to be presented as well
as the current environment/context. We'd like to focus
especially on

� limited resources on both sides of the communication
channel, that are technical limitations of the sender
(computer) and cognitive limitations of the receiver
(user).

� variable resource restrictions that are unknown in ad-



vance and are coming up during the presentation.

In this paper we discuss the technical framework that
enables us to deal with both of these issues. Instead of
planning all actions of the virtual scout down to ev-
ery detail, only an abstract plan of the presentation
is prepared (e.g. reecting the path and the resource
limitations that are known in advance). The �nal pre-
sentation is then derived by a kind of simulation of an
incremental route description, performed by the virtual
presenter as she's moving along her path scouting the
surroundings. For this purpose we suggest to represent
the relevant task knowledge as annotations to the ob-
jects of the domain. The presenter is made sensitive to
the smart environment around her, thus getting only
the relevant information depending on her task and po-
sition.
In the following sections we will concentrate on the

relevant knowledge in the scenario at hand and how this
knowledge can be incorporated into the environment.

Building smart environments

In the given visualizations we have to cope with various
time constraints and large and complex environments.
Can we represent the environment in a way in which
well designed objects and spaces can help us in per-
forming the task (comparable to our real world)?

Even human beings rely upon the real world to tell
them what to do and why; well-designed objects
and spaces can help us in performing daily tasks by
containing clues to their meanings and operations.
(Doyle & Hayes-Roth 1997).

We expect to �nd clues that give us the information
we need as we need it. Instantly, they make us limited
experts in the domain. In a properly designed world
knowledge is immediately retrievable, and it's only nec-
essary to interpret the world. A good design facilitates
the immediate understanding, easing the user's cogni-
tive load. In order to design such a world in the virtual
we will show how to represent and establish reference
frames that enable us to talk about the space the avatar
is in. Furthermore we will discuss the general proper-
ties of objects in the domain, including buildings and
street networks as these play an important role in route
descriptions. Finally we will explain in more detail how
the avatar presents route descriptions and information
about her environment.

Reference frames in route descriptions

When talking about space we always need to establish
a reference frame. A reference frame in our computa-
tional model is speci�ed by three characteristics:

1. The origin of the coordinate system (independent of
the kind of coordinate system).

2. The handedness of the coordinate system specifying
the relations between axes.

Throughout this paper we will use the following terms,
when we talk about di�erent frames of reference (FOR)
(for a more detailed discussion see (Klatzky 1998)):

� allocentric/extrinsic: A FOR with a �xed coordinate
system imposed by external factors such as a geo-
graphic space.

� egocentric: This is the agent's FOR. The location of
points is de�ned with respect to an intrinsic axis of
oneself's (or one's avatar's) orientation and physical
con�guration. When we move, this is the FOR we
take with us in every step and its allocentric location
changes constantly.

� intrinsic: In this FOR inherent properties of the ref-
erence object (topology, size, shape) determine the
coordinate system. Buildings (or building sections,
such as shops or oÆces) have an intrinsic or promi-
nent front, usually where the entrance is. The agent's
egocentric FOR is a special case of an intrinsic FOR,
where the reference object is the agent. In addition,
assuming the agent is in front of a building, the build-
ing's intrinsic FOR can be used as an allocentric one
with its own reference direction.

Route descriptions should help the addressee in con-
structing a cognitive map of the environment. They
describe the way to follow including landmarks, re-
gions, and mention spatial relations between objects in
the current environment. Verbalization is given step
by step and the addressee undertakes a virtual jour-
ney through the environment (see (Schmauks 1998;
Maass & Schmauks 1998)).
In our case we'd like to visualize the virtual journey,

i.e. a course of motion in a given environment. In the
visualization we focus on this course of motion from a
mostly egocentric frame of reference. Elements in the
environment are localized relative to the agent's posi-
tion or relative to each other from a point of view called
route perspective (Tversky 1993). This kind of per-
spective is helpful to convey route-knowledge, knowl-
edge about path segments and landmarks. For the
transfer of survey knowledge, information about regions
or the structure of the environment e.g., in order to
help the addressee taking a short cut, often another
point of view is chosen. Elements of the scene are re-
ferred to in an allocentric FOR corresponding to a sur-
vey perspective of the environment (see (Tversky 1993;
Herrmann et al. 1997)). In this case we have to choose
a suitable viewpoint to look at the scene, for example a
\birds-eye" or \top-down" view on a map. In addition
to the animation of a virtual walkthrough, we want to
animate the virtual presenter, as a guide to help users
in understanding and navigating the environment. A
virtual human presenter is largely enriching the reper-
toire of available presentation options which can be
used to e�ectively communicate information (Andr�e &
Rist 1996). The presenter is used to guide the user
through the presentation, attract the user's attention
and convey additional conversational and emotional
signals. For the description of a software agent able



to generate multimodal incremental route descriptions
without a virtual presenter and the ability to choose
di�erent viewpoint/camera positions see (Maass 1996;
Maass, Baus, & Paul 1995)

General object properties

Our representation of the environment consists of a hie-
rarchy of objects. Objects can be divided into two
groups: mobile and static. An object representation
consists of three parts: geometry, appearance and an-
notations. At the very least an object must have a
geometry, an appearance and one annotation, which is
its unique name. The geometry and appearance repre-
sentation is object centered and hierarchical. By hier-
archical we mean that objects can be decomposed into
parts and subparts. Geometry and appearance will be
used to visualize the environment. Annotations are the
clues that \give us the information we need as we need
it". An object might have as many annotations as we
need to provide meaningful content in di�erent tasks.
The list of annotations may contain:

� The object's location in world coordinates, an allo-
centric frame of reference

� References to the object's subparts, given by the sub-
objects' unique names

� Linguistic/textual information, useful for verbal de-
scriptions of the objects, such as: \the white house"

� Information on how to depict the object in 2D graph-
ics, e.g. an iconic representation of the entity for the
visualization of those entities in a 2D graphics.

� Information how to highlight the object

� Information about the di�erent coordinate systems
attached to the object. Objects can have di�erent
coordinate systems suitable for di�erent localization
tasks, such as: \stand in front of the book shelf. The
book is located in the upper left corner."

� functional annotations, e.g. functions to compute dif-
ferent coordinates from the object's 3D-model, e.g.
center, 2D bounding box, 3D bounding box. These
concepts can be used in the computation of di�erent
spatial relations (for a closer look see (Gapp 1994)).
In fact it could be any query to a knowledge or
database you need in your application in order to
provide meaningful content.

� Scheduling bounds. Scheduling bounds specify a spa-
tial boundary in which a behavior can take place.
The region within this boundary is called a scheduling
region. A behavior is not active unless the activation
volume (the scheduling bound of the avatar) inter-
sects with the behavior's scheduling region. If there
is an intersection, the behavior becomes "alive" or
enabled.

An enabled behavior can also receive stimuli and
respond to those stimuli performing certain actions.
Stimuli are used to schedule/trigger any kind of action

described in the behavior as long as the behavior is en-
abled. Behaviors are useful for information retrieval, in-
teraction and animation. They provide a link between a
stimulus and an action described by the behavior. Fur-
thermore, combinations of stimuli and combinations of
actions are possible. One scheduling bound can trigger
di�erent behaviors or di�erent scheduling bounds can
schedule one behavior. Let's look at a behavior that
only needs to be scheduled if the viewer is nearby. It
should be enabled if the avatar's activation region in-
tersects with the behavior's scheduling bounds. On the
other hand behavior bounding enables costly behaviors
to be skipped if the viewer isn't nearby. In other words,
if there is no one in the forest to see a tree falling, it
does not need to fall.

Representing street networks

Following (Tversky & Lee 1998) a path of motion can
be divided into segments. Each segment consists of four
parts belonging to di�erent categories: starting point,
reorientation(direction), path/progression and ending
point. Paths are continuous. The ending point of one
segment serves as a starting point for the next. Seg-
ments correspond to changes of direction in the route
and routes can be schematized as a network of nodes
and links. It is straightforward to represent a network
of streets (or hallways, for that matter) as an annotated
graph consisting of edges and nodes, edges representing
streets and nodes crossings. Street items, streets and
crossings are static objects. For streets the annotations
contain:

� References to the neighboring street items at both
ends, another street segment or a crossing

� References to objects located at the street item (e.g.,
buildings)

� A function to compute the middle line of the street
using the item's geometry speci�cation and its loca-
tion in world coordinates. This allows us to move
along the street on the middle line.

� A scheduling bound

The annotations of a crossing include:

� References to the neighbors, usually streets

� References to buildings at the crossing

� A functions to compute a connection from the middle
line of attached streets to the center of the crossing

� A scheduling bound

Using a search algorithm on graphs will give us a
path form Point A to Point B as a list of edges and
nodes. Together with the functional annotations of
street items, we are able to derive a continuous path.
Such a path can be transformed to a �rst description
of a route: forward, right, forward ... right, forward,
halt. Most people will �nd such a description hard to
memorize, but it might be suitable to take with you
on a piece of paper or your PDA. On the PDA we can



visualize such a description by arrows pointing in the
direction to go. At the information booth you would
see a raw visualization of the course of motion, with-
out buildings. To incorporate additional information in
such a description we need information about objects
along the course of motion, which might be used as
landmarks.

Representing buildings

Buildings (building sections, etc.) are static objects. In
addition to their obligatory representation (geometry,
appearance and object name) they include the com-
plete list of general annotations for objects (see above).
This is because buildings may be very complex and have
hierarchical structure. They may consist of many sub-
parts, references to subparts of the building, references
to rooms in the building, which may have references
to their furniture and so on. They also contain di�er-
ent coordinate systems and information (in objects co-
ordinates), how these coordinate systems are attached
to the building, e.g., specifying the building's promi-
nent/intrinsic front and information on how coordinate
systems are scaled. This latter information depends on
the object's size and the context of the environment.
For example the meaning of the word \near" describes
di�erent regions depending on the object's size. \Near
the empire state building" denotes a di�erent region
than \the electron is near the nucleus". Another ex-
ample concerning context: Your nearest neighbor in
Australia might be 300 miles away from you, while in
Manhattan this is usually not the case. For a detailed
discussion of these concepts see (Gapp 1994). With this
information about objects along a path from A to B we
are able to:

1. Determine the geometries we need to display (or load
in the �rst place). In the case of a large and com-
plex environment this obviously helps saving compu-
tational resources.

2. Present a \top-down" view on only the path in ques-
tion (including its buildings) on a PDA and at the
information booth.

3. Visualize a virtual walkthrough with buildings in the
environment.

4. Give verbal or textual descriptions using the linguis-
tic/textual annotations

5. Use all the functional annotations of the relevant ob-
jects, particularly query knowledge/databases

In the next section we describe the representation of
the virtual presenter and how we use the aforemen-
tioned scheduling bounds to make the virtual presenter
\aware" of her current environment.

The virtual presenter

The virtual presenter di�ers from all other objects.
First it is represented as a mobile object. Also, in situ-
ations in which we have to speed up the presentation of

the virtual walkthrough to a level at which the anima-
tion of the presenter isn't tractable or useful anymore,
we can omit her visualization, but only her visualiza-
tion. The invisible virtual presenter herself stays alive,
still o�ering her abilities to scout the environment. The
virtual scout with her egocentric frame of reference is
shown in �gure 2. Using this coordinate system to es-

Figure 2: The virtual presenter and the coordinate sys-
tem establishing the egocentric frame of reference

tablish the egocentric frame of reference we are able
to obtain a qualitative representation of space1. This
coordinate system di�erentiates four distance relations:
here, near, far, very far (from dark grey to white in
the picture), where each successive range reaches twice
as far as the previous one. Furthermore it di�erenti-
ates between eight primary directions. For each object
referred to with respect to this coordinate system the
object's distance and directions to the origin of this
system will be discretized in 4 levels of distances and
8 values for direction. This is a transformation from
a quantitative representation of an object's location to
a qualitative representation. For example (\building{
134" 6.0 45) becomes (\building{134" far front-right)
which can be easily transformed into a description us-
ing building{134's linguistic annotations: \There is a
white house left in front of you." When we transform
quantitative representations into qualitative ones and
verbalize them, we loose information. The localization
will be vague. This loss of information can be com-
pensated for by highlighting or labeling the object in
the walkthrough. Perhaps we can point at it. Pointing
could be de�ned as a behavior of the virtual scout. The
scout herself has to meet several requirements. Accord-
ing to her functional roles in the presentation, she must
be \familiar" with a range of presentation gestures and
rhetorical body postures (e.g. standing upright) and

1For a discussion of di�erent representations of space see
(Freksa, Habel, & Wender 1998).



should adopt a reasonable and lively behavior with-
out being distracting or obtrusive. Here we propose
a high level declarative speci�cation of the presenter's
top level behaviors: follow{path(list{of{street{items),
show{object(building). These behaviors can be used to
automatically generate the virtual presenter's anima-
tion. For a purely synthetic actor (i.e. not controlled
by a human,) the system must generate the right se-
quence and combination of parameters to create the
desired movements. In order to achieve this, we pro-
pose a hierarchical structure of behaviors where our top
level behaviors are assembled from other behaviors.

� follow-path(list{of{street{items): a navigational be-
havior which enables the presenter to follow a path
computed by a search algorithm. It is scheduled by
the scheduling bounds of street items. This behavior
should make the virtual presenter's movement appear
smooth, continuous and collision free. To achieve
this natural movement the virtual presenter's navi-
gational behavior generates a spline that interpolates
the discretized path from the virtual presenter's cur-
rent location in the environment through a list of
successive control points to the target destination.
The computation of control points can be done with
the help of the street items' functional annotations.
The navigational behavior consists of di�erent other
behaviors, for example behaviors for leg movement.

� show-objects(building): This behavior consists of a
look-at(building) and/or a point-at(building) behav-
ior. These behaviors will be scheduled by the object's
scheduling bounds. The point-at behavior is built
from di�erent other behaviors to move the presen-
ters arm. These behaviors enable the scout to point
and/or glance at an object. The point to look and/or
point at can be computed using the appropriate func-
tion from the object's functional annotations.

It should be stated that all the actions constituting the
di�erent behaviors could be done in parallel and at dif-
ferent speeds. Knowing minimal and maximal speeds
for the di�erent behaviors/actions allows us to give the
virtual scout the command: follow-path(from{a{to{b)
and the scout will perform the task alone without sys-
tem intervention, by querying the smart environment.
A show-object behavior without a parameter will also
be implemented. This involves searching for landmarks
suitable for route descriptions and incorporating them
in the description. How to solve this special task is
described in detail in (Maass 1996).

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented some aspects of build-
ing a resource adaptive 3D route description system.
We particularly focused on details about how to repre-
sent spatial con�gurations of the domain that are im-
portant for the task. The actions performed by the
virtual presenter (e.g., moving along the path, point-
ing at objects and turning her head) are planned on
an abstract level. The �nal presentation is determined

by the limitations (e.g. time restrictions) coming up
during the presentation. Thus the presentation will be
tailored to the context without replanning it.
The methods used to install the objects' frames of

reference and to derive information about simple spa-
tial prepositions are derived from former empirical work
that has been carried out in this �eld. In order to apply
more complex prepositions (e.g. path relations, such
as \along") to our scenario, we have recently carried
out experiments that are still under evaluation. Hope-
fully the results will help to improve the selection of the
avatar's path, so that a viewer can memorize the shown
information easier.
Another subject of further investigation is the ques-

tion, down to which level the planner should specify
the description of the presentation. One answer might
be the design of a mulitresolution planer that provides
di�erent elaborations of one presentation plan amongst
which the system can choose the one that �ts the given
restrictions best.
We also started work on the implementation of the

information booth and the palm pilot scenarios recently
(see the system snapshots in this paper) and will be able
to test the plausibility of the system's output soon.
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